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Adaptive Neuro-Fuzzy Inference System Models for Force Prediction of a Mechatronic Flexible Structure
This paper presents the results obtained from a research work investigating the performance of different Adaptive Neuro-
Fuzzy Inference System (ANFIS) models developed to predict excitation forces on a dynamically loaded flexible structure.
For this purpose, a flexible structure is equipped with acceleration transducers at each degree of freedom and a force
transducer for validation and training. Two types of models were developed; the first type uses current accelerations only
while the second type considers both the current accelerations and the historical values. The models are trained using
data obtained from applying a random excitation force on the flexible structure. The performance of the developed models
is evaluated by analyzing the prediction capabilities based on a normalized prediction error. The frequency domain is
considered to analyze the similarity of the frequencies in the predicted and the original force signal. For a selection of the
best models, a more advanced performance analysis is carried out. This includes application of the trained models to
deterministic and non-deterministic excitation forces with different excitation frequencies and amplitudes. Additionally, the
influence of the sampling frequency and sensor location on the model performance is investigated. The results obtained in
this paper show that ANFIS models can be used to set up reliable force predictors for dynamical loaded flexible structures,
when a certain degree of inaccuracy is accepted. Furthermore, the comparison study points out that the transducer
location is crucial for the model performance. However, there exists no general solution for the final selection of models.
The findings showed that the model type employing historical values gives better predictions when operating in their
trained regions while the models using only current values have generally higher prediction errors in trained regions but
are less sensitive to changes of the system dynamics history.
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